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Pragmatics

Communication bottleneck: So many meanings, so little time.

the president
him
Can everyone hear me?

We convey precise meanings flexibly:
I use context (Kaplan, Grice, . . . )

scope, type inference, overloading resolution, . . .

I exchange feedback (Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, . . . )

identifier completion, continuous compilation, . . .
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“There are two aspects pertaining to referencing:
what to refer to and how to refer to it.”

—Lopes, Dourish, Lorenz, Lieberherr (2003)
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Herbert H. Clark and Deanna Wilkes-Gibbs. 1986.
“Referring as a collaborative process.” Cognition 22(1):1–39.

http://www-psych.stanford.edu/~herb/1980s/Clark.Wilkes-Gibbs.86.pdf
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Collaborative reference

http://www.flickr.com/photos/crossettlibrary/5375117309/
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Interactive, not literary.

A: the guy reading with, holding his book to the left.
B: Okay, kind of standing up?
A: Yeah.
B: Okay.

Context and feedback!
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Marble madness
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Marble madness

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Marblemadnessscreenshot.png
http://vimeo.com/16754574
http://www.flickr.com/photos/esti/4638056301/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:IME_demonstratie_-_Matsuo_Bashou_-_Furu_ikeya_kawazu_tobikomu_mizuno_oto.png
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http://www.eclipse.org/screenshots/
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/342409/how-do-i-base64-encode-decode-in-c/342755
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Tools:
I Logic!
I Meta!
I Types!
I Monads!

COREF demo.

Targets:
I Overloading resolution: overlapping?
I Type inference: undecidable?

A principled distinction between what’s said & what’s meant.
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